English Protected Characteristics Coverage Map
Protected
EYFS
Characteristic
Disability
Picture News stimulus
for speaking and
listening to others and
justifying our own
opinions.
Gender

Key Stage One
Stephen Hawking and
his contributions to the
world we live in:
speaking and listening.

Actors / Actresses playing different roles.
Marvellous Me: What makes me, me?

Reassignment
Marriage
Civil

Let’s Celebrate: stories
shared about weddings
and families in
different cultures.

Partnership
Pregnancy

Marvellous Me

Maternity
Race

Story time: do we all
look the same?

Religion /

Theme sessions:
Diwali
Chinese New Year
Hannukah

Belief

Sexual
Orientation
Gender

Careers week
communication and
discussion.
Mark Making.

How can our families
look different? Shared
experience and
development of
communication.

Key Stage Two
Michael Morpurgo: Flamingo
Boy: work of Van Gogh.
Wonder: novel focus on
disability and behaviour
towards someone with a
disability.
Shakespeare Week: Males /
Female roles.
Billy Elliot: challenging
stereotype and prejudice.
Debate: USA laws on marriage
in varied states.

Marriages in varied cultures
and opinion on each of these:
drama work.
Beginning to discuss
Life Cycles
babies and pregnancy to Debate on religious views of
understand where we
pregnancy and abortion.
all came from.
Mary Seacole: female, Nelson Mandela: the long walk
black woman and the
to freedom: biography writing.
prejudice she faced.
Drama, poetry and
Slavery trade: from slave ship
speaking and listening
to freedom road: the
through Wakefield RE treatment of individuals as
syllabus.
slaves and opinion of others.
Contrast to modern day
slavery.
Do all families look like Billy Elliot: assumptions about
mine? Speaking and
sexual orientation through
listening.
choice of occupation / passion.
Florence Nightingale;
Helen Sharman (first
woman to visit space)

Careers week.
Billy Elliot: assumptions about
sexual orientation through
choice of occupation / passion.

English Protected Characteristics Coverage Map
Age

Marvellous me:
comparing and
contrasting between self
and characters from
our favourite books and
siblings / family.

Queen Victoria: the
youngest queen:
speaking and listening.

Speaking and listening: the age
of working during Victorian
Era.
The Mining Strike of 1984
balanced argument and
newspaper work.

